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Abstract

A mobile communication network usually has a complex system of millions of
mobile devices connected,each of which can be regarded as a node,and the
communication between them can be regarded as an edge. Because the structure
of the mobile communication network always changes with time,such as the
appearance or disappearance of device nodes or edges,the traditional static
mobile communication network structure modeling method can not effectively
obtain the network’s community structure. Although dynamic network structure
discovery is considered an effective method to solve the topology of large-scale
mobile networks,the existing methods ignore the perturbation of network
topology by local and primitive operations,making it a very challenging problem
to discover community structure in large-scale communication networks
effectively. In order to solve the above problems,this paper constructs a dynamic
community detection model based on graph self-coding and a Gaussian mixture
depth model based on representation learning (DCDAL). The dynamic network
evaluation indexes such as NMI and modularization in complex communication
networks are compared and analyzed. The DCDAL model is superior to the
optimal comparison model in NMI and other indicators,especially in large scale
mobile communication data sets. This model can obtain robust results on
multiple indexes Text in this section.

Keywords: Mobile Internet community detectio; Representation learning; Graph
self-coding; Neural network; Dynamic network

1 Introduction

In the mobile communication network,the interaction between mobile users through

voice calls,short messages,and location constitute a large and complex network. Such

complex networks tend to have an obvious community structure feature,that is,a

network is composed of nodes with sparse external connections[1, 2] and close inter-

nal connections,and these statistically significant nodes constitute the community

structure of the entire network.

Mobile Web Community Discovery was introduced as a new way to disseminate

mobile Internet services to specific groups of mobile users. However,most of the

existing research on community detection in complex mobile communication net-

works mainly focuses on static networks,but the entities and relationships in most

network systems in the real world (such as real-time connections of devices) change

over time. For example,researchers in scientific collaboration networks often change

their research topics and cooperation objects,leading to the change of communities

in the network with time. Hence,the research on community discovery in dynamic

complex networks has very important practical significance.

mailto:10021644764@ucsiuniversity.edu.my
mailto:10021644764@ucsiuniversity.edu.my
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Most of the existing studies on community detection in complex networks focus

on static networks. Still,most entities and relationships in real-world network sys-

tems (e.g.,social networks) change over time. Researchers in scientific collaboration

networks often change their research topics and their collaborators,leading to the

community in the network also changing over time. Therefore,community discovery

research in dynamic complex networks is of great practical significance. Initially,the

analysis of complex networks was based on static networks to study specific mining

problems. However,with the explosion of human-generated data,data sets started to

have temporal information and deal with dynamic network analysis. An important

question is what kind of mathematical form was used to describe dynamic networks.

Different problems and data have different modelling options,where temporal net-

works and network snapshots are the most used models’ dynamic scenarios [2].

The changing dynamics of the network makes the detection of dynamic community

detection an area of interest for researchers.

In recent years,network representation learning (NRL) as a dynamic community

detection method has received much attention,and there have been many related

studies [3][4]. According to recent advances in representation learning,the goal of

network representation learning is similar to other representation learning,given a

network. The goal is to find a hidden representation that can apply to different

tasks such as classification,link prediction,and node clustering. Some current classi-

cal studies intuitively describe a community as a set of nodes that are more compact

than the rest of the network and propose many NRL methods to learn node repre-

sentations [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Other views define such topologies as dense network

subgraphs. A specific generic definition is that in a complex network,a community

is a set of entities,which has some closely related behaviours with other community

entities,among which a very important behaviour is an application directly con-

nected to the community [2]. It is generally believed that the community division

of complex networks generated by different data is not a definite decomposition.

Still,several possible decompositions and one characteristic of community division

are that a node may belong to several communities. Another problem is that the

community division results of different algorithms or runs of the same algorithm

can be somewhat arbitrary. The main problem is that we do not know whether the

difference in community division at time t and time t+1 is due to the algorithm’s

instability or the community’s evolution.

Three methods have been proposed to analyze the evolution of communities in

dynamic networks,namely independent community detection and matching,global

information iterative community detection,and local information iterative commu-

nity detection [12].

Independent community detection and matching approaches typically track com-

munity evolution by identifying key behaviours (births,deaths,mergers,splits) that

reveal the community’s life cycle. Nguyen et al. [13]proposed an extended lifecycle

model to track community detection,and Wang et al. [14] further proposed a frame-

work based on the differences between communities in different time steps,called the

CommTracker framework. The framework determines the important nodes of the

community according to the centrality of the community in the network. The com-

munity mapping relationship is based on a common core node between communities
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with different time steps. Takaffoli et al. [15] proposed the MODEC framework to

detect community evolution on different time snapshots. This approach is a two-step

procedure that first divides the graph into n time snapshots,performs a community

detection algorithm for each snapshot,and then builds an evolutionary chain for each

community by analyzing neighbouring time snapshots in the evolutionary network

[12].

The global information iterative approach introduces global smoothing in the com-

munity detection process. The community detection performed at time snapshot t

takes into account the community division status at time t-1 to omit the community

matching phase. Folino and Pizzuti [16] proposed an evolutionary multi-objective

community detection method that focuses on smoothing the transition of commu-

nities between multiple consecutive time steps. On the other hand,Rosenstein et al.

[17] focused on identifying the optimal time interval. Although such methods sim-

plify the complexity of the matching phase,the form of the network it studies is still

a static partition of the temporal network [12]. However,the direct representation of

the network by the above adjacency matrix is relatively less robust for large-scale

and more sparse data.

To effectively reveal the structure based on the perturbations of the network

topology generated by local and primitive operations. A dynamic community de-

tection algorithm based on representation learning (DCDAL) is proposed to solve

the problem of community detection in large-scale dynamic complex networks. This

method effectively overcomes the shortcomings of the original model,which ignores

local operations and primitive operations and disturbs the network topology. The

main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A dynamic community detection algorithm based on representation learning

embedded nodes in the network into a low-dimensional space.

(2) The algorithm for dynamic community detection is proposed by applying

the Gaussian mixture model for clustering analysis on top of the low embedding

representation,which is robust in the experimental dataset.

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the work,generates data

sets,and introduces the currently popular algorithms in section 3. In section 4,the

Gaussian mixture model and representation learning are deeply integrated. A new

dynamic community detection algorithm is proposed,and a comparative analysis is

made with the most advanced algorithms in section 5. Finally,section 6 summarizes

the discussion and prospects for future work.

2 Method

As mentioned above,our work was inspired by the recent study of Rossetti on net-

work representation learning for dynamic community detection.

2.1 Motivation

Unlike the traditional Internet,the mobile Internet is an entire network based on the

real identity of users. ”Location”,”real-time”,”identity binding”,and ”dynamic in-

teraction” are the key characteristics of the mobile Internet that distinguish it from

the traditional Internet [18] . Therefore,the mobile social network cannot be ana-

lyzed completely according to the method of social network service on the Internet
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[19] . As a mapping of real social,interpersonal relationships,mobile communica-

tion networks should fully combine the characteristics of real-world interpersonal

relationships when considering the community structure recommended by mobile

network social services. In the natural community structure formed in the real

world,there are always some people in each community who are at the community’s

core. That is,they have a stronger social connection ability than others. Therefore,if

such users can be found in the mobile communication network and used as the basis

for promoting the mobile service community,a better recommendation effect will be

achieved. Aiming at the above problems,the research work of this paper proposes a

community discovery algorithm based on the similarity of user network influence in

the mobile communication network. The algorithm not only builds a mobile social

community but also marks the user nodes with core influence in the community.

Related researchers have proposed several forms to express evolutionary net-

works without losing temporal information,such as temporal networks,time-varying

graphs,and interaction networks,which can be collectively referred to as temporal

networks. In simple terms,a temporal network is a dynamic structure whose edges

and nodes will likely appear and disappear as time changes.

Most researchers focusing on community tracking have assumed that dynamic

network entities involve a simple set of operations: how nodes/edges dynamically

generate connections and how they are automatically disconnected. Such local

and initial operations produce perturbations in the network topology that can af-

fect the results produced by dynamic community detection algorithms. Palla et

al. [20] provided the first formal classification of community evolution,including

birth,death,growth,contraction,merging,splitting,and persistence[2] . Figure 1 is a

simple example that depicts the life cycle of different communities with almost

the full range of behaviours,where A,B,C,and D represent the names of different

communities. And there are different strategies to deal with a definite event; for ex-

ample,when two communities choose to merge,there are two strategies to deal with

the merging behaviour: one is absorption,where one community disappears,and the

other persists,and the other is a substitution,where the two communities that have

changed disappear,and a new community is formed.The details are shown in Figure

1.

Figure 1 Community life cycle

Currently,there are some methods to solve the problem of instability. The main

idea is to make the evolution of the community proceed smoothly. These methods

can be classified into four categories as follows.
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(1) Guided smoothing,which are methods that run the same algorithm multiple

times on the same static network,search for stable parts of the community,and track

the stable community core more efficiently,such as the method applied by Hopcroft

et al. [21].

(2) Implicit smoothing can be similar to the method proposed by optimizing such

global indicators as modularization and using community discovery in previous

snapshots as current seed detection,quotient,etc. References [22] are consistent with

another approach proposed by local community impact changes,updates such as

Rossetti et al. [12].

(3) Explicit smoothing explicitly introduces smoothing in its definition,requiring

a certain degree of similarity between the partition found in step t and the partition

found at t-1,such as the method proposed by Lin et al. [23].

(4) Global smoothing detects communities by examining the evolution of each

step simultaneously,such as the method proposed by Aynaud et al. [24].

2.2 Model description

Because a snapshot network presents a balance between model complexity and

expressivity,snapshot-based analysis is often adopted. Moreover,a snapshot network

can use static tools to analyze each partition. However,network snapshot has the

disadvantage of reducing the complexity of analysis; it requires two-stage process-

ing. The need to merge the partial results after analyzing each time snapshot inde-

pendently leads to a certain level of quality degradation,and choosing the best time

granularity for a time snapshot can be tricky. According to the smoothness,dynamic

community detection algorithms can be divided into three categories: real-time op-

timal community detection,time compromise community detection,and cross-time

community detection [2].

Real-time optimal community detection is directly migrated from static algo-

rithms and is considered as a two-stage approach,which is identification and match-

ing,and a schematic diagram of this class of methods can be seen in Figure 2 ,where

G stands for graph,P for division,DC for the dynamic community,and C for the

community. The detection process starts with independent community division for

each time step and then matches each temporal community. Snapshots can usually

be done using a static community detection algorithm to identify communities at

each time[2]. However,there may be different schemes for matching communities

in different time snapshots,which can be divided into three categories: the first is

the iterative similarity-based approach,which matches communities with maximum

similarity in adjacent time snapshots as the same community; the second is the it-

erative core node-based approach,which matches communities containing the same

core node in adjacent time snapshots as the same community,such as the Wang et

al. method [25]; the third is a multi-step matching approach,which matches com-

munities not only at adjacent times but also in non-adjacent time snapshots.The

details are shown in Figure 2.

The time-compromised community detection method is to use the communities

found in the historical time snapshot as one of the factors for the current time snap-

shot community detection,and the overall view is an iterative process. The schematic

diagram of this class of methods can be seen in Figure 3 [2],which can be roughly
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Figure 2 Real-time optimal method for dynamic detection

divided into 4 classes: the first class is updated by global optimality,which uses the

division of time t to initialize the global optimization of time t + 1. By global opti-

mization,we mean the iterative merging or splitting communities to achieve a global

quality function,such as modularity,optimal. The second one is updated according

to a set of rules by defining a set of rules to decide how the network changes to

cause the community to be updated. The third one is a multi-objective optimization

approach,which optimizes the following quality functions.

c = αCS + (1− α)CT (1)

Where CS is the cost associated with the current snapshot (i.e.,the effect of com-

munity structure fitting the network at time t),CT is the smoothness relative to

past history (i.e.,the gap between the actual community structure at the current

time relative to time t1),and α ∈ [0, 1] is a correction factor. The fourth is the use

of network smoothing. In contrast to the previous classification,this category does

not consider historical communities but rather historical network states into current

consideration,specifically by running the for-state community detection algorithm

on a smoothed network obtained based on the historical network.The details are

shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 A time-tradeoff method for dynamic detection

For cross-time community detection,it runs as a state community detection al-

gorithm in just one step while considering the entire state of the entire temporal

network in two specific steps. Starting with a network conversion,converting a series
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of temporal snapshots into a single network,after which a static community detec-

tion algorithm can be executed,and a schematic of this class of methods can be seen

in Figure 4.

As mentioned above,the problem definition of dynamic community detection and

some objective problems faced by the problem itself and the current 3 types of

detection methods. We can conclude the current problems in dynamic community

detection and the advantages and disadvantages of the existing dynamic commu-

nity detection methods. To solve these problems,this paper uses the above research

methods to evaluate and compare six more popular dynamic community detection

algorithms,such as AFFECT and GenLouvain,and select the best performing algo-

rithm. This paper innovatively proposes a dynamic community detection algorithm

based on representation learning (DCDAL) based on existing research methods in-

corporating Gaussian mixture models.

Figure 4 Dynamic detection of cross time method

2.2.1 Comparison algorithm

Six popular dynamic community detection algorithms,such as AFFECT and Gen-

Louvain,are selected according to the current dynamic community detection re-

search results.

ESPRA algorithm [26]: the proposal of ESPRA was inspired by a paper published

by Lu et al. [27],which proposed a structural perturbation model to inscribe static

networks,which was inspired by the perturbation theory of quantum physics. As a

result,ESPRA,to carve dynamic networks,the authors extended the structural per-

turbation theory to dynamic networks by treating the variance between each pair

of consecutive networks as a perturbation set. Further,the authors combined the

structural perturbation similarity with the RA index,a topological feature,to ob-

tain a new similarity metric,followed by a for-state clustering analysis in a temporal

smoothing framework,that is,considering both the current state and the histori-

cal states. In this paper,a density-based clustering algorithm is used to discover

local communities at each time snapshot,which allows a faster discovery of an arbi-

trary number of clusters and handles noise. The algorithm is divided into two main

steps,first select the centre of the community,which is based on the assumption of
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Rodriguez et al. [28] that the centre of the cluster has the highest density in the

local range and is relatively far from other nodes that have high local density. After

obtaining the candidate cluster centre,the remaining neighbouring nodes are divided

into the same cluster to obtain candidate communities. Next,use the modularity to

merge the candidate communities until the modularity reaches the optimum. The

procedure is carried out automatically without specifying the number of communi-

ties. The main advantage of this paper is that it extends the structural perturbation

theory to portray dynamic communities in a new perspective and does not require

specifying the number of communities in advance. Still,it also has shortcomings,such

as its applicability is only to unweighted undirected graphs,and the computational

complexity does not apply to large-scale networks,etc. A more general and effective

algorithm can be improved in the future.

AFFECT [29]: some evolutionary clustering algorithms are based on adding a

temporal smoothing penalty to a static clustering algorithm’s cost function,which

can prevent the clustering results of neighbouring time snapshots from deviating

too far. This type of approach is an evolutionary extension of static clustering

algorithms,but how to choose the best penalty weight is still an open problem.

AFFECT is also one such extension of static clustering to the dynamic network

approach,which models the proximity matrix of each time snapshot by linearly

combining the true proximity matrix and the zero-mean noise matrix,which can

express similarity or dissimilarity. AFFECT is used to estimate the true proxim-

ity state of the current time snapshot using the current and past proximity and

then implements static clustering on that state. The paper proposes a method for

estimating the weights placed on the historical proximity to minimize the MSE of

the true proximity and our estimated results. The weights can be called forgetting

factors. Thus,one of the method’s advantages is that an explicit formula is proposed

to optimize the forgetting factor automatically. The framework could extend any

static clustering algorithm that uses pairwise similarity or dissimilarity to an evo-

lutionary clustering algorithm. The authors extend three popular static clustering

algorithms in the paper,namely k-means,spectral clustering and hierarchical clus-

tering. The authors consider that the observed similarity matrix is composed of the

true similarity matrix and noise,and it is better to select the true similarity matrix

for clustering analysis. Then consider the temporal characteristics from which the

smoothed similarity matrix is obtained. Then the static clustering algorithm is used

to perform clustering analysis on the smoothed similarity matrix at each time. The

main advantage of this method is its generality,allowing almost any static clustering

algorithm to be extended to evolutionary algorithms. The paper suggests that many

areas need to be improved in the future,such as optimized MSE and block models

that applications can replace.

GenLouvain algorithm [30]: An empty model is required to detect the community

by comparing the quality function of the number of edges with the expected number

in a random case. However,this empty model is unsuitable for time-independent

networks because the nodes of each time snapshot are connected,and the nodes of

different time snapshots are connected. Therefore,GenLouvain’s paper proposes a

way to discard these limitations by defining a multilayer network using a coupled

multilayer adjacency matrix. A single parameter representing the interlayer coupling
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is used to control the interlayer correlation of each community,which is represented

by the adjacency matrix of each time slice and the coupling matrix of the interlayer

node relationship. The input to the algorithm is a matrix B encoding the quality

function (modularity),and the algorithm optimizes the quality function by moving

one node at a time until the quality function is optimal,similar to the processing of

Louvain’s algorithm.

ECD algorithm [31]: the genetic algorithm is a branch of the evolutionary algo-

rithm family,which uses natural selection and genetic mechanisms to model evolu-

tionary theory. However,the classical genetic operations do not take full advantage

of nodes’ internal and external connectivity. ECD proposes a migration operator

applied to internal and external connectivity to support other classical genetic op-

erators to solve this problem. ECD is based on genetic algorithms to solve mul-

tiobjective problems,using the biological excitation model PNM to initialize the

population. It proposes a new migration operator that considers internal and exter-

nal connectivity. A new migration operator considering both internal and external

connections is proposed to cooperate with the classical genetic operator to search for

the optimal solution. A new method is proposed to compute the modularity directly

from the genomic matrix,making the space for finding the optimal solution larger. As

for the two objectives of the algorithm,one is the metric modularity,which measures

the quality of individual time snapshots,and the other is the metric NMI,which cal-

culates the similarity of community structure between consecutive time snapshots.

DECS algorithm [32]: DECS and ECD are from the same authors,so it is con-

sidered an improved version of ECD. DECS initializes the population based on tag

propagation. The selected optimization goal is also the modularization of the cur-

rent structure and the NMI between the current time snapshot and the previous

time snapshot. In the search for the optimal solution,crossover,mutation and mi-

gration operations are used,again at the genetic level of the operation,after which

the population is updated according to specific updating rules. The difference with

ECD is the different way of initializing populations and using two-way crossover

operators to reduce the computational cost.

DYNMOGA algorithm [33]: the DYNMOGA formalizes the detection of commu-

nities in a temporal smoothing framework as a multi objective problem and solves

it using a genetic algorithm. The first objective of the optimization is to search for

highly modular structures in the current time step t. The second objective tries

to minimize the difference between the community structure in the current time

step and the community structure obtained in the previous time step. For time-

varying,the initial clusters are obtained by optimizing the quality of the current

snapshot according to the first objective only. Random populations are first created

and then iterated according to the genetic generation for subsequent time steps.

In each iteration,each individual in the population is first decoded to generate a

division of the graph. Next,the health values of the individuals are evaluated. Each

individual is ranked and ordered to create a new one using different transformation

operations. The parent and offspring are combined into a new pool,a lower rank

is selected,and a transformation operation is applied to the individuals below this

metric to create a new population for the next iteration. After reaching the number
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of genetic generations,the one with the largest modularity in the Pareto front is ob-

tained as the solution. The proposed method could be regarded as a general frame-

work for evolutionary clustering. In fact,changing one of the two objective functions

(or both) is sufficient to achieve testing the different mass functions used to ana-

lyze dynamic networks. Moreover,the algorithm does not require parameters,i.e.,it

is not necessary to specify the weights of the current and historical snapshots,nor

is it necessary to define the number of clusters in advance. However,the disadvan-

tage of the genetic algorithm is that it requires a longer execution time to generate

the solution,and increasing the size of the initialized population and the number of

generations generated also increases the correctness of the results. Still,the running

time also increases,so we need to find a balance between time consumption and

correct rate in practical application.

2.3 Dynamic community detection algorithm based on the deep integration of

Gaussian mixture model and representation learning

The core of the representation learning algorithm adopted in this paper is graph

self-coding,and the clustering algorithm adopted is the Gaussian mixture model.

The main idea of static community detection is to use graph self-coding for a single

network to learn its network features and obtain a hidden representation vector.

Subsequently,using Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to cluster on the hidden rep-

resentation vector to get the community detection result.

Similarly,we have the definition of dynamic community discovery. Given a dy-

namic network DG,a dynamic community DC is a set of different (node,period)

pairs,DC=(v1,P1),(v2,P2),(vn,Pn),with Pn =(ts0,te0),(ts1,te1).(tsN,te N),ts *¡=te*,while

DCD aims to identify all the sets of dynamic communities in DG,where the divi-

sion of set places can be overlapping or non-overlapping . Thus,there are two main

analytical goals for such a definition,one is to find the optimal partition for each

evolutionary moment,and the other is to track the life cycle of the evolution of the

community.

2.3.1 (Variational) graph self-coding

Variational graph self-coding (VGAE) [34] extended network embedding is a gener-

ative model. This is also an improvement on Variational Self-Coding (VAE) made

for graph data. Given a network G with structural information adjacency matrix

A and node features X,the inference model of VGAE is composed of a two-layer

graph convolutional network defined as follows:

q(Z | X,A) =

N
∏

i=1

q (zi | X,A) (2)

q (zi | X,A) = N
(

zi | µi, diag
(

σ
2
i

))

(3)

where µ and σ represent the mean vector and standard variance vector of a

node,respectively,and both parameters are obtained from the two-layer GCN model
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with µ = GCNµ(X,A) and logσ = GCNσ(X,A),[35] where the two-layer GCN is

defined as

GCN(X,A) = Âτ
(

ˆAXW 0

)

W1 (4)

where W0 and W1 are the weight matrices of the first and second layers,and

W0 is shared between GCNµ(X,A)and GCNσ(X,A),and W1 is different. τ(•) is a

nonlinear function,such as ReLU or sigmoid function,and note that

Â = D−1/2AD−1/2

denotes the symmetric normalized adjacency matrix,A is the adjacency matrix. D

is the density matrix of the graph. Generating the model is simpler is an inner

product function between hidden variables in the following form:

p(A | Z) =
N
∏

i=1

N
∏

j=1

p (Aij = 1 | zizj) = τ
(

z
⊤
i zj

)

(5)

Similar to the V AE model,the generative model and the inference model can

be put together to maximize the variational lower bound. The expressions are as

follows

LR = Eq(Z|X,A)[log p(A | Z)] +KL(q(Z | X,A)∥p(Z)) (6)

where the first part represents the reconstruction loss,hoping that the recon-

structed graph will be as close as possible to the original graph. The latter part

KL(lq(Z|X,A)||p(Z)) defines the KL scatter between q(Z—X,A)and p(Z),hoping

that the learned normal distribution will be as close as possible to the Gaussian

prior. p(Z) =
∏

i N (zi | 0, l)represents the Gaussian prior. Its gradient is back-

propagated through an important parameter trick. This variational lower bound

can be maximized by stochastic gradient descent. If the nodal features are miss-

ing,X can be replaced by the unit matrix or the adjacency matrix,and the datasets

participating in the comparison experiments in this paper all have no nodal fea-

tures,and the adjacency matrix is used instead.

For the non-probabilistic graph self-coding model (GAE),the hidden variable Z is

computed differently from VGAE,where Z = GCN(X,A),Â = σ
(

ZZ⊤
)

,and the loss

function uses only the reconstruction loss:

LR = Eq(Z|X,A)[log p(A | Z)] (7)
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2.3.2 Gaussian mixture model

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is an algorithm that uses probability to cluster.

GMM is composed of several single Gaussian models,and these components are lin-

early combined to form the GMM probability density. The algorithm has several

input parameters,one of which is the number of Gaussian models,which determines

the number of clusters,which in this paper is the number of communities. Assum-

ing that the existing data is generated from the GMM,then to do the clustering

analysis,the probability distribution of the GMM has to be introduced based on the

data,which is a process of parameter estimation. For a single Gaussian model,the

maximum likelihood derivative is used to find the maximum likelihood parameter.

Still,it is not known in advance for a mixed Gaussian sub-distribution the data

points come,making it impossible to compute the derivative. So GMM uses the

EM algorithm to solve the problem,specifically by first estimating the probability

that each sub-model generates the data,and then estimating the parameters of each

sub-model,and repeating these two steps iteratively until the value of the likelihood

function converges. However,GMM does not guarantee to get the maximum global

value. Only the local minimum may be found,and the initial values of the param-

eters are different to get the same result,so to get better results,you can initialize

different parameters several times.

2.4 Community detection of deep integration

VGRNN [36] is an algorithm that combines GRNN and VGAE for representa-

tion learning on dynamic networks,which combines the random hidden variables of

VGAE and the hidden states of GRNN for modelling to capture topological and

node feature changes in dynamic graphs. Among them,GRNN is a graph recur-

rent neural network framework combining GCN and RNN. It can input different

adjacency matrices for different time snapshots,and by using the inner product de-

coder on the hidden state ht can reconstruct the original graph at time t. [9] Where

ht is the nodal embedding representation of the dynamic graph at time t. To en-

hance the representational power of GRNN,VGAE is introduced. It is considered

that using higher-order hidden random variables can better capture the potential

changes of the dynamic graph and the uncertainty of the node representation. The

VGRNN paper also applies the algorithm to the link prediction task for related

experiments,and good results are obtained. In this paper,we plan to apply VGRNN

to the dynamic community detection task. However,it should be noted that in the

experiments of this paper,after a comparative analysis of the effects of using VGAE

and GAE in VGRNN,it is roughly considered that GAE gets better results for the

data selected in this paper. Thus,this paper uses GAE to replace VGAE in it unlike

VGRNN.

2.4.1 VGRNN algorithm

The schematic diagram of each VGRNN[36] operation can be seen in Figure 5 ,which

uses VGAEs to model each network snapshot. The VGAEs are modeled based on

the hidden state ht−1 modeled by GRNN,so that the temporal information of the

dynamic graph can be taken into account. Unlike VGAEs VGRNN uses a new

prior distribution,which allows the distribution parameters to contain the network
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information of the historical time step. A schematic diagram of the prior operation

can be seen in Figure 5(a),with the following specific prior distribution form:

p
(

Z
(t)
)

=

Nt
∏

i=1

p
(

Z
(t)
i

)

;Z
(t)
i ∼ N

(

µ
(t)
i, prior , diag

(

(

σ
(t)
i, prior

)2
))

,
{

µ
(t)
prior ,σ

(t)
prior

}

= ϕprior (ht−1)

(8)

Where µprior
(t) ∈ RNt×|and σprior

(t) ∈ RNt×| are the parameters of the condi-

tional prior distribution,µi,prior
(t) and σi,prior

(t) are the i-th row of µprior
(t) and

σprior
(t) ,respectively,and the resulting generating distribution or decoder is:

A
(t) | Z(t) ∼ Bernoulli

(

π(t)
)

, π(t) = ϕdec
(

Z
(t)
)

(9)

where A(t) | Z(t) denotes the parameters of the generative distribution,ϕprior and

ϕdec can be neural network functions,and the schematic diagram of the generative

operation can be seen in Fig. 5(b). The recursive operation schematic can be seen

in Fig. 5(c),and the recursive formula for GRNN to update the hidden state is as

follows:

ht = f
(

A
(t), ϕx

(

X
(t)
)

, ϕz

(

Z
(t)
)

,ht−1

)

(10)

where the adjacency matrix At is the time-independent adjacency matrix,and

ϕx and ϕz are the deep neural networks that extract features from xt and

zt,respectively.

The schematic diagram of inference operation can be seen in Fig. 5(d),and the

inference model can obtain the node embedding vector based on the posterior dis-

tribution of zt with the following Equation:

q
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))

σ
(t)
enc = GNNσ

(

A
(t),CONCAT

(

ϕx

(

X
(t)
)

,ht−1

))

(11)

Where µenc
(t) and σenc

(t) the parameters of the approximate posterior,GNNµ

and GNNσ are encoder functions,which can be neural graph networks,and the GCN

is used in this paper. The objective function for the learning of the model is a linear

superposition of the sum of the lower bounds of the variants of the different time

snapshots in the following form:
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L =
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The decoder used in this paper is the inner product function
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where zi
(t) denotes the embedding representation of node i at time t.

2.4.2 Convergence Model DCDAL

Since our method uses GAE,the relevant formulas are different from VGRNN,and

for equation (11),the formulas in this paper are as follows

q
(

Z
(t) | A(t),X(t),ht−1

)

= µ
(t)
enc = GNNµ

(

A
(t),CONCAT

(

ϕx

(

X
(t)
)

,ht−1

))

(14)

That is,the posterior distribution of zt is directly equal to the learned mean,and

similarly,the formula of its loss function changes from (12) to the following one

L =

T
∑

t=1

E
Z(t)∼q(Z(t)|A(≤t),X(≤t),Z(t)) log p

(

A
(t) | Z(t)

)

(15)

It retains the reconstruction loss part and removes the KL scatter part so that

Equation (8) in GAE’s also no longer needs to be constructed.

In addition,according to the two-step community detection idea,the VGRNN al-

gorithm obtains the low-level embedding of the network feature representation.

The clustering algorithm performs cluster analysis on the obtained low-level em-

bedding to obtain the community detection results. The low-level embedding used

in this paper is the hidden variable obtained from the graph self-coding part of

VGRNN,and the clustering algorithm is chosen from the Gaussian mixture model.

It is worth noting that if the hidden state is not used in the prior distribution,then

the prior of Equation (8) will become time-independent,i.e.,it becomes an ordinary

prior distribution in VGAE. In this paper,the algorithm for dynamic community

detection obtained by combining the modified VGRNN and GMM is referred to as

DCDAL.The details are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 VGRNN embedded representation method

3 Experimental

3.1 Dataset and settings

According to the current research results of dynamic community detection,six pop-

ular dynamic community detection algorithms are selected. Under the premise

of taking snapshot network as a performance form,six data sets from different

sources,including synthetic data and real data sets,are selected. Real data sets in-

clude real data sets and unreal data sets,and different real data sets have different

network types. Some are face-to-face networks,some are telephone networks,and

some are E-mail networks. In order to further compare the community detection

effect of various algorithms,this paper selects NMI,ARI and error rate,which are

the mainstream evaluation metrics in this field,to evaluate and compare related

algorithms and select the best performing algorithm.

3.1.1 Generating data sets

Here,we select multiple synthetic networks to participate in the comparison exper-

iment,which is called FIX5 and VAR3,respectively,in this paper [33]. Fix5 includes

128 nodes divided into 4 communities with 32 nodes each. Each node has an aver-

age degree of 16 and shares z connections with other nodes in the network. With

the community structure weakening as z decreases,fix5 has z values set to 3 and

5,respectively. Dynamism is introduced by randomly assigning any 3 nodes from

each community in the previous time snapshot to the other three communities in

the current time snapshot,thus generating a total of 10-time snapshots. The initial

network of var3 includes 393 nodes and 5 communities,generating 10 consecutive

network snapshots,but the difference with fix5 is that the dynamic network genera-

tion method is different. It introduces the formation and decomposition of commu-

nities. Specifically,eight nodes are selected from each community to generate a new

community. Such an operation generates 5-time slices. The latter 5-time slices are

the process of node recovery. 10-time snapshots of the number of communities are

generated according to the number of communities. The number of communities in

the time snapshot is 5,6,7,8,8,8,8,7,6,5 in order.

3.1.2 Real-world network data sets

In this section,the model is verified by the impact of the network in the real environ-

ment,such as noise,extreme sparseness,multi-attribute,etc. Based on HS12 [37],the
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Primary [26],and the collected mobile communication data MC,three real-world

datasets are used to verify the algorithm’s effectiveness. HS12 is the contact net-

work between students in 5 classes for 7 consecutive days in November 2012. Pri-

mary is the face-to-face contact time that occurs between students and teachers. The

network MC is an interactive network dataset of real-world human telephony com-

munications. The dataset includes users who send or receive at least one message.

The time snapshots composed of these datasets are divided into days,months,and

years. In some cases,network data is merged into adjacent time snapshots because

there are too few edge connections in the snapshots.

Table 1 Data set statistics.

T Nodes Edges Average degree Data set statistics

Dataset T N E D CC
Fix5 10 128 1024 16 0.1752
Var3 10 393 3055.7000 15.5532 0.2136
HS12 8 180 538.0000 5.9778 0.2599
Primary 6 242 2977.8333 24.6102 0.5269
MC 7 3268 1266.1201 19.7036 0.6568

There are six datasets involved in the comparison experiments. From Table 1,you

can see the relevant statistics for each dataset. Where T represents the total num-

ber of snapshot data sets at the time,where N represents the average number of

nodes,not in all selected data sets over time,E represents the average number of

edges,D represents the average degree of the dynamic network,and CC represents

the average aggregation coefficient. It should be noted here that the network repre-

sentations of the datasets selected for the experiments in this paper are all snapshot

networks,and the dynamic graph is an undirected unweighted graph with a fixed

number of nodes. That is,the number of nodes remains unchanged in each time

snapshot,which is a simplified treatment.

4 Result

4.1 Commonly used dynamic community evaluation methods

A conventional way to assess the proximity of the generated partitions to the true

division is to calculate the NMI [38],which is a similarity metric.

NMI(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X,Y )/(H(X) +H(Y ))/2 (16)

Where H(X) is the entropy of the random variable X associated with the iden-

tified community,H(Y) is the entropy of the random variable Y associated with

the truth,H(X,Y) is the joint entropy. NMI is between [0,1],the larger the value,the

higher the similarity. However,because the computational complexity of this method

is not applicable to large-scale networks,some new methods have been proposed in

recent years. Moreover,such methods have a drawback: they do not consider tem-

poral information.

Error rate [23] is also an evaluation index that measures the distance between two

community structures represented by matrix identifiers Y and Z. The true partition-

ing and clustering results can be represented by Y and Z,respectively. Where Y is

an n*k matrix,yij = 1 means that the i-th node belongs to the j-th community,and
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yij = 0 means that the i-th node does not belong to the j-th community. The error

rate is defined in terms of parametric numbers as follows

Error rate =
∥

∥YYT − ZZT
∥

∥

F
(17)

Where ∥ · ||F denotes the F-parametric number,and its value of 0 indicates that

it is consistent with the real situation division. In contrast,a larger result indicates

a larger gap with the real situation.

The effect of clustering is also assessed by the metric ARI (Adjusted Rand In-

dex),the original version of ARI is RI (Rand Index),which requires a real situation

C and a clustering result K given by the following formula

RI = a + b/Cn
2 (18)

where a and b denote the number of pairs of elements that are in the same

and different categories in the real case and clustering results,respectively,and Cn
2

denotes the number of pairs of possible compositions of all nodes in the dataset.

However,since the results of RI are generally high,the metric ARI is available,which

is formulated as follows

ARI = (RI − E[RI])/(max(RI)− E[RI]) (19)

Where max(RI) denotes the maximum value of RI,E[RI] denotes the expectation

of RI,ARI has a score of 0 for the random community assignment case. It does not

make any assumptions about the community structure. The range of values of ARI

is [-1,1]. The larger the value represents,the more the algorithm clustering results

match the real situation.

In the absence of community truth,it is done by comparing the community quality

scores of different algorithms. Where the modularity [39] is a widely used quality

function,where a modularity Q value close to 1 means that the division is a strong

community structure and close to 0 means that the community division is not

correlated with the community structure. The metric is mainly focused on the com-

pactness of the community,so it has a disadvantage that it will yield superior scores

for algorithms that specifically optimize the metric,but it may produce irrelevant

for comparison.

After selecting the analysis algorithms and datasets,this paper makes correspond-

ing coordination between the dataset format and the input format of each algo-

rithm,i.e.,the data processing session. To compare the community detection effec-

tiveness of each algorithm,NMI,ARI and error rate,which are the mainstream evalu-

ation metrics in this field,are chosen to evaluate and compare the related algorithms

in this paper,and the best performing algorithm is selected.

In the experiments,the DCDAL model uses a recurrent hidden layer with 32 GRU

units,µ in Equation (9),(10) and (11) are modelled using a 32-dimensional fully
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connected layer,and µenc
(t) and σenc

(t) in Equation (11) are both two-layer GCNs

with sizes of 32 and 16,respectively. The learning rate is set to 0.01 for different

data sets. The number of iterations set is different to achieve the optimal results.

For the algorithms involved in the comparison,some algorithms need to set param-

eters in advance. The ESPRA algorithm has two parameters α and β,and the values

set in the experiment are 0.8 and 0.5,where α is the weight to balance the current

clustering and historical influence. β is the compromise to control the structural per-

turbation and topological similarity,both taking values between 0 and 1. AFFECT

has more input parameters,where the number of clusters affecting the results is cal-

culated using modularity,and the other parameters are set by default. DYNMOGA

is based on a genetic algorithm with a generation number set to 10,population size to

10,crossover fraction to 0.8,and variability to 0.2.ECD and DECS are also based on

genetic algorithm,and their maximum generation number is set to 3,population size

to 10,number of neighbours to 6,variability to 0.2,and For algorithm evaluation,the

evaluation metrics selected for the dataset with truth are normalized mutual infor-

mation NMI,Rand index ARI,and error rate ER. for the dataset without truth is

evaluated using modularity.

4.2 Comparative analysis result

Based on 6 comparison models,we conduct a comparative analysis through three

common indicators in 5 datasets. Given that the ECD and DECS algorithms are

too time-consuming in real datasets,there is no comparative experiment between

these two algorithms. The details are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Model comparison based on ARI index

From Figure 6,we can see that for the fix5 dataset. We can see that DCDAL is

slightly better than DECS,which shows the instability of the genetic algorithm. ES-

PRA’s performance is more stable for the primary dataset than other algorithms.
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When other algorithms show a downward trend,ESPRA shows good robustness,and

DYNMOGA drops significantly. For the workplace dataset,it can be seen that DECS

is more stable than ECD and has a stronger anti-disturbance ability. Only modu-

larity evaluation can be used for truth-free datasets,but it is worth noting that this

evaluation choice may not be objective enough. For the fix5 and var3 datasets with

larger datasets,GenLouvain has the best results. It can be considered that GenLou-

vain has a better community detection effect in large-scale networks,and the worst

performance in these two networks is AFFECT. Overall,DCDAL’s performance is

relatively stable and ranked high,while AFFECT’s performance is unstable and

ranked low. What is special here is that the DCDAL model can obtain the best

results in the data set HS12 without the truth,and the scale is relatively large in

the MC data set. It can be seen that in the large-scale data set,the DCDAL model

can obtain better results.

For dataset fix5,the best performing algorithms are ESPRA and GenLouvain.

Their community detection results are consistent with the truth,followed by ECD.

Since this method is based on a genetic algorithm and takes a long time,it is cor-

rect in the comparative experiment. There is a trade-off between performance and

time cost,and the initial population generated by the genetic algorithm has certain

randomness,which leads to inconsistent results obtained by the algorithm,but the re-

sults are still considerable; ECD and DYNMOGA perform poorly. Overall,AFFECT

The accuracy of DYNMOGA decreases over time,while the results of DYNMOGA

are relatively stable overall.

Figure 7 is based on the comparative analysis of 6 datasets and 6 popular base-

line algorithms. The NMI indicator is selected for the data set with truth,and the

modularity (Q) indicator is selected for the dataset without truth. The details are

shown in Figure 7:

Figure 7 Model comparison based on NMI and modularity index
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The DCDAL algorithm in this paper is combined with VGRNN and GMM to de-

tect the dynamic community in two steps. Therefore,the relative comparison model

in the fix5 and var3 datasets obtains the best NMI values,especially in FIX5. Gen-

Louvain and ESPRA The same good NMI value. For the primary and HS12 datasets

without the truth,the commonly used community evaluation index modularity is

used to evaluate because the DCDAL algorithm itself does not involve the opti-

mization design of modularity,and the modularity is used to evaluate the algorithm

to some extent. It is not objective enough,so although the modularity of DCDAL is

not as good as most of the baseline algorithms for the truth-free dataset,the effect

is slightly better than DECS,and the modularity value obtained by the ECD algo-

rithm is similar. What is special here is that the model in this paper can obtain the

optimal modularity value among all the comparative models in the MC data set. It

can be seen that the model constructed in this paper can obtain results that exceed

the baseline model in detecting communities in large-scale data sets.

Figure 8 Comparative analysis based on 6 data sets and 6 popular baseline algo-

rithms under ER index. Details are shown in Figure 8: As shown in Figure 8,in

Figure 8 Model comparison based on ER index

the fix5 dataset,DCDAL surpasses most baseline algorithms with the same good

ER values as GenLouvain and ESPRA. Furthermore,in the HS12 and primary data

sets,the lowest ER values were obtained compared to the baseline algorithm,which

shows the algorithm’s effectiveness in this paper in the real data set. What is special

here is that in the var3 data set,DCDAL obtained relatively high ER results,but

compared with ESPRA,AFFECT and DYNMOGA algorithms,the model proposed

in this paper obtained relatively low ER values. However,in the large-scale data set

MC,the model DCDAL in this paper has obtained relatively high ER results. It can

be seen that with the increase of the data set,the model’s effectiveness is decreasing.

In general,the dynamic community detection model of the proposed DCDAL algo-

rithm is superior to the detection algorithm in terms of NMI value and other aspects

compared with the popular comparison algorithms. However,because the Gaussian

mixture model is used for the second step of clustering analysis for community
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detection,the characteristics of the algorithm itself make the community detection

results not stable enough in the iterative process. This aspect can be improved

in the future. Design a representation learning method with more feature extrac-

tion and community detection capabilities,such as a one-step community detection

algorithm.

4.3 Comparative analysis result of dynamic evolution

The dynamic evolution diagram of the picture display part is shown in Figure 9 and

Figure 10. Figure 9 is the dynamic evolution diagram of the result after ESPRA

detects the primary community in the data set. The lines in the figure represent

different communities,and the initial time snapshot has 8. There are a total of 6

time snapshots for each community. The size of the circle is proportional to the size

of the nodes contained in the community. Merge,use C1 to represent community 1

and T1 to represent time snapshot 1. It can be observed that C4,C8,and C3 merge

into one large community at T3,C3 also expands at T3,and C3 splits into two

small communities at T5. Shrinking is achieved,C2,C5,C6,C7 remain persistent at

all time snapshots. Overall,compare the evolution results of ESPRA in Figure 9 and

the evolution results of DCDAL in Figure 10,and the evolution results of the data

set primary truth in Figure 11. It can be seen that the community evolution of the

truth itself is relatively stable,and most communities remain in a continuous state.

Looking at the division results of the ESPRA algorithm,the results are relatively

stable,while the community detection results of DCDAL fluctuate greatly. It can be

seen that ESPRA’s community detection effect is better. Part of the reason for this

consideration is that ESPRA will not give community assignments to nodes that

are not connected,while DCDAL will give community assignments to all nodes.

For the evaluation histogram part,the three evaluation indicators,NMI,ARI and

error rate,are still selected,and the results of the selected algorithms are compared.

According to Figure 9 to Figure 11,the results of DCDAL at time snapshots 1 and

3 can be seen. It is better than ESPRA,and the other four-time snapshots ESPRA

is better than DCDAL,which is basically in line with the results analyzed from the

dynamic evolution graph.

5 Discussion
The dynamic community detection algorithms proposed in this paper are all based

on a temporal smoothing framework. However,situations may be necessary to pri-

oritize the quality of communities discovered at a particular moment over the con-

sistency of communities in continuous time. There is still much room for improving

dynamic community detection in large-scale mobile complex networks. For exam-

ple,the low-level embedding representation of learning nodes can be used in ad-

dition to neural graph networks,random walks and matrix decomposition. In the

future,simultaneous optimization and reconstruction can be considered—loss and

loss of community quality.

6 Conclusion
Community detection in complex,large-scale mobile device communication networks

is a challenging and important research topic. Most of the existing research on mo-

bile communication detection and tracking focuses on the appearance and disap-

pearance of nodes and edges. Dynamic network entities are considered as a set of
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Figure 9 Dynamic evolution diagram of ESPRA against Primary

Figure 10 DCDAL dynamic evolution diagram of primary

simple operations. The perturbations of the network topology produced by local

and primitive operations are ignored. This paper proposes a dynamic community

detection algorithm based on representation learning (DCDAL) based on the deep

fusion of graph autoencoding and Gaussian mixture model. In large-scale mobile

communication networks,the method in this paper can obtain robust detection re-

sults in multiple indicators.

Abbreviations

DCDAL: dynamic community detection model based on graph self-coding and a Gaussian mixture depth model

based on representation learning; NRL: network representation learning; G:graph; P:division; DC: dynamic
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Figure 11 Real dynamic evolution diagram of primary

community; C:community; DG: dynamic networks; CS: the cost associated with the current Snapshot; CT: the

smoothness relative to past history; GMM: Gaussian mixture model; VAGE: variational graph self-coding;VAE:

variational Self-Coding; ARI: Adjusted rand index; RI: rand index;NMI Normalized mutual

information;MODECModeling and Detecting Evolutions of Communities;AFFECTAdaptive Forgetting Factor for

Evolutionary Clustering and Tracking;MSE:Mean Square; ErrorECD: Exact Cell Decomposition;DECS:Detecting the
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Networks;ER:Error Rate.
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